ACCESS HUMBOLDT YOUTH MEDIA PROJECTS

Real Life /
Research Lab
An actionable media literacy workshop for teens.

reallife.accesshumboldt.net

Introduction
Real Life / Research Lab is an actionable media literacy workshop for middle and high school students.
Using tools such as wi-fi enabled video cameras, creative mapping software, and broadband Internet,
teen researchers critically assess how their peers and families access information. The project
culminates in an online presentation of data and a proposal for new community media initiatives.
This modular curriculum is Creative Commons licensed and can be remixed to fit the needs of your
organization or community. It is presented in four sections:
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Core Concepts
• Information is an important part of a community’s ecosystem.
• Media is a tool for personal advancement and positive community change.
• Economic, cultural, generational, and legal factors may restrict access to information.
• Online networking creates challenges and opportunities that are unique to teens.

Materials
• Flipchart or whiteboard
• Computers with Internet access
• Video cameras or iPods
• WordPress account or install

Skills
• Internet research and search literacy
• Videography and interviewing technique
• Feedback, critique, and research synthesis
• Web authoring with WordPress

Class Structure
• Workshop provided by a community media center to youth organizations and schools.
• Each team consisted of 4-8 student researchers, chosen through interviews, and a facilitator.
• Teams met in computer labs for three-hour classes, once a week over three weeks.
• Student researchers took home video cameras between classes.
• Course materials and student results were published through an editable WordPress site.
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Sample Lesson Plan
Day 1
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Icebreaker
Setting Expectations: What do you think of when you hear the term lab? One feature of a lab is that
we do not know what the result of our research will be. Allow students to suggest other group
expectations, which may include active listening, respect, and rules for group discussions.
DISCUSSION: What do you think of when you hear the term real life? In chat slang IRL stands for
in real life, as in, “BRB, I’ve got to take the trash out IRL.” If you’re not IRL, where are you?
Responses may include the Internet, online, a virtual world, etc. Is the Internet a place? A medium?
A community or part of a community?
MODULE: Real Life Community Mapping
MODULE: Online Network Mapping
DISCUSSION: What is the importance of access to information (news, civic and health information,
social communication, the humanities). Allow students to reflect on the issues that came up in the
mapping projects. Review the meeting and preview next week’s activities.

Day 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MODULE: Information Scavenger Hunt
MODULE: Camera / Interviewing Demo
DISCUSSION: Formulate a short list of questions to ask community members. Brainstorm possible
interview subjects (peers, mentors and teachers, artists and musicians, public officials).
MODULE: Critical Viewing
Set a goal for the number of interviews to be collected. Review the meeting and preview next 		
week’s activities.

Mid-Week: Conference call to check on interview progress
Day 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discuss video project. What went well and what didn’t? Log footage and discuss interviews.
MODULE: Intro to WordPress
Researchers take turns adding content (bios, project summary, photos) to the website. Those not
working on the site translate community maps to XMind software and edit interviews.
DISCUSSION: What topics were raised through the interviews and other activities? What media 		
projects could we do that would have value to your community? Add these project ideas to the 		
website.
Review the meeting. Fill out evaluation.

Follow-Up
1.
2.
3.

Review student website and videos for content. Troubleshoot glitches and publish.
Provide site link to student team and encourage them to share it with others.
Provide ongoing support to enable student media proposals.
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Modules
Real Life Community Mapping
What do you think of when you hear the word community?
What are the strengths and struggles of a community you
identify with? To explore these questions on a personal level,
we borrowed activities 2 & 3 from the excellent Global Action
Project Community Mapping Curriculum [ see Examples /
Links ]. We encouraged student researchers to consider both
real life and online communities.
Next, place the name of a broader local community (a town,
a neighborhood, a high school) in the center of a large sheet
A community map of Willow Creek, CA,
of paper or an XMind document. Having previously mapped
created on newsprint
personal communities, encourage the students to map their
broader civic community. Items that might show up on this
map include schools, government leaders and civic agencies, underserved populations, and local
businesses. Ask open-ended questions to help students expand the map – “Who is missing from
this map?” “Is there a way to represent power in this community?”

Online Network Mapping
Give researchers time to explore visual representations of
online networks [ see Examples / Links ], and discuss some
of their favorites as a group. Begin a new concept map, and
have students create nodes labeled with their name. From
these nodes, each student diagrams his or her online
community. Discuss the most common and most unique
websites. Issues such as piracy, over-reliance on social
networking, and advertising messages are likely to come up.
What lies in-between the online and real life maps? Begin a
concept map of media in the context of your community.
Primary nodes might include news, word of mouth, artists
and musicians, and Internet access. Identify the most
important sources of information in your community.
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A media map of Loleta, CA, created in
XMind concept mapping software

Information Scavenger Hunt
A short activity based on the Knight Community Information Toolkit. Divide researchers into teams
of two, with one team per computer. The goal of the scavenger hunt is not only to test search
literacy, but also to assess the availability of community information – so teams should skip any
items that take too long. Review basic web concepts (URLs, the difference between the address
bar and a search engine, Boolean search operators), and then provide 30 minutes to complete the
search. We built our scavenger hunts as Google surveys, with about 10 questions. Questions will
vary from community to community; ours included items such as “You need to renew your driver’s
license. Are instructions available online?” and “What scholarships are offered to LOCAL students?”
When reviewing findings, be prepared to discuss bias and how to identify reliable sources.

Camera / Interviewing Demo
Provide each researcher with a video camera, and train them
in the use of applicable functions. We used iPods equipped
with OWLE enclosures and Rode VideoMics, and thus stressed
microphone placement and the use of editing apps, rather
than manual controls. Demonstrate basic shot types and discuss how these might be used in interviews. Explain that an
Student interview with a parent in
Loleta, CA
interview is best when it is conversational, and the subject is
encouraged to express their opinions at length. Define and
demonstrate open-ended questions, active listening, and follow-up questions. Explain the importance of release forms for all interview subjects.
Define a topic (use of social media, favorite music, etc) and have pairs of students “fishbowl” an
interview in front of the class. Allow students to provide constructive feedback on camera and
interview technique to each pair.

Critical Viewing
The critical viewing exercise is intended to be flexible, responding to the needs of individual
groups. You Only Live Twice or Molotov Alva might be used to spur discussion at the beginning of
the workshop, if ideas of real and virtual communities are too abstract. Growing Up Online and
G.A.M.E.S. provide examples of camera and interviewing techniques, but could also tie in to other discussions about teen media use issues. View short sections of these videos, and encourage
researchers to deconstruct their style and message. Sample questions to spur discussion include
“Who created this video? How can you tell?” and “Who is the intended audience for this video?”
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Intro to WordPress
Introduce researchers to WordPress software as one of several easy, open-source ways to build a
blog or website. Stress privacy and safety issues related to online publishing. Walk the students
through the login procedure (each team should have an “editor” level user account), and explain
that the dashboard is the “behind the scenes” section of the website. Demonstrate how to switch
between the site and the dashboard, and how to edit pages. Students will likely be familiar with
the basic page editing tools, which resemble those of a word processing program, but may require
instruction regarding image uploading. Give students time to play on an empty “sandbox” page.
Explore the difference between the visual and html views.
Break students into groups. Rotate through one computer station where they fill out a short entry
on a biography page. Through this exercise each student learns to format text and upload a photo.
After each student has filled out a bio, the team works collaboratively to edit a page that describes
their community and presents the results of the project.

Student creating a bio page with the visual editor in
WordPress version 3.3.1

The published bio page. “Twenty Eleven” theme with custom
background and header images unifies student edits.
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Examples / Links
Mapping the Internet
Student researchers were given time to explore these visual representations of the Internet. Maps from
The Atlas of Cyberspace are likely to inspire discussion about the origins of the Internet, the physical
infrastructure of broadband, and the “tree” structure of hypertext. Kevin Kelly and Randall Munroe’s
humorous, personal maps raise issues of individual Internet use and the recent growth of social media.
The Internet Mapping Project (Bell Labs)
http://cheswick.com/ches/map/

The Atlas of Cyberspace (Martin Dodge)
http://personalpages.manchester.ac.uk/staff/m.dodge/cybergeography/atlas/

The Internet Mapping Project (Kevin Kelly)
http://www.kk.org/internet-mapping/

Map of Online Communities 1 and 2 (Randall Munroe)
http://xkcd.com/256/
http://xkcd.com/802/

Social networks as imagined by
cartoonist Randall Munroe

Documenting Teen Technology Use
When we incorporated a critical viewing exercise into the lab, we screened excerpts from these four
video documentaries. Growing Up Online is a Frontline program which looks at teen technology use
from an adult perspective, with the assumption that there is digital divide between parents and teens.
You Only Live Twice and Molotov Alva (we recommend showing one or the other) depict the Internet as
a virtual world removed from real life social networks, bringing to mind images of gamers losing touch
with reality. Taking on these stereotypes is the youth-produced G.A.M.E.S, in which teens talk about
politics and other interests while actively engaged in video game play.
Growing Up Online (Frontline) 0:00 – 5:00
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/kidsonline/view/

You Only Live Twice (ABC Australia)
http://youtu.be/O6o4opk4RNk

Molotov Alva and his Search for the Creator: A Second Life Odyssey (Douglas Gayeton)
http://www.minimovies.org/documentaires/view/secondlife

G.A.M.E.S (Eduardo Sanchez, BAVC)
http://blip.tv/bavc/g-a-m-e-s-271168
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Software
Depending on meeting schedules, concept maps may be created in XMind or sketched on paper and
transferred. Students in our labs used iPods for video capture, editing, and uploading. We chose to leave
the iPods unlocked, with several games and creative apps unrelated to the project preinstalled. We
found that this increased self-directed student use of the devices. WordPress was used to create a
website which students logged into during the lab to post content. Our info scavenger hunt was
created in Google Docs and embedded into this site for easy access.
XMind (open source concept mapping)
http://www.xmind.net/download/

Splice

(one of several free video editing apps for iOS)

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/splice-video-editor-free/id409838725?mt=8

WordPress

(open source content management / blogging)

Self-hosted: http://wordpress.org/
Hosted by Automattic: http://wordpress.com/

Google Docs
http://docs.google.com/

OWLE camera enclosure for iPod Touch
with Rode VideoMic Pro attached

Curriculum Resources
The Knight Community Information Toolkit was the basis for our Information Scavenger Hunt module.
We used activities 2 and 3 from Global Action Project’s Community Mapping Curriculm as an
introduction to our Real Life Community Mapping module.
Knight Community Information Toolkit
http://www.infotoolkit.org/

Global Action Project Community Mapping Curriculum
http://global-action.org/Downloads/Documents/Community Mapping.pdf

More resources, including a sample scavenger hunt, release
form, and student evaluation, can be found at our website:

http://reallife.accesshumboldt.net
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RL/RL is made possible with support from:
Special thanks to pilot partners at Dream Quest Teen and Youth Center,
Klamath River Early College, and Loleta Community Resource Center
Curriculum designed by Brett Hanover for Access Humboldt - 2012
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

“Local Voices Through Community Media”
accesshumboldt.net
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